QUICK
SERVICE

CONTROL TIME, SPACE & COSTS
IN YOUR BUSINESS
Is the unending flow of waste taking too much of your valuable time? Time that
you should spend on your customers? With the help of Orwak solutions you
can take control! Turn waste handling from a time-consuming and costly factor
to a stream-lined process to save space, time and costs for your business.
Make sure your staff can spend their time on servicing your customers, not
handling waste. Orwak solutions are perfect for crowded dining areas with a
demanding waste flow, efficiently reducing waste volumes by high-density
compaction.

KEEPING THINGS CLEAN
A high standard of hygiene is crucial for ALL parts
of your business, including the waste handling
systems. The design and construction of Orwak
solutions allows for odor-free handling, easy cleaning and maintenance, and contributes to a clean,
orderly and inviting environment for your customers and staff. We also offer the front-end application TOM with an automatic completely touch-free
shutter. Waste handling has never been this clean!

MORE PRODUCTIVE USE OF
TIME
Quick service is a busy environment, especially during peak
hours such as lunch and dinner. The non-stop flow of waste
means your staff must constantly handle waste to keep
all areas of your business clean, inviting and hygienic. The
efficient solutions from Orwak means fewer bag changes
during business hours, so your staff does not need to
constantly change full bags and haul them away. Less time
spent on waste handling, means more time to service your
customers.

EASY AND SAFE OPERATION
BY ALL USERS
Waste handling systems are often operated by various staff
members. Orwak solutions are very safe and easy to operate, allowing all staff members to quickly learn how to use
them. You can rely on our compactors for uninterrupted and
safe operation.

STOP WASTING SPACE!
Most Quick services often have little room
for waste storage. Therefore efficient volume
reduction is the key factor to save valuable space
for more productive use of the storage area. With
Orwak solutions you can rapidly minimize the
volume of waste material and keep waste volumes
small and manageable.
High-density bales require much less storage
space than piles of loose waste, and thanks to the
small footprint of the Orwak systems you can be
sure that they take up little floor space.

SAFETY AT NIGHT

Quick services often operate at late hours, adding
a potential risk for staff having to deposit waste in
dark alleys or empty lots at night. Orwak solutions
give you the option of overnight storage of highdensity waste inside the building to keep your staff
out of harms way.

EFFECTIVE HANDLING
OF DIVERSE WASTE
TYPES
The range of waste types that must be
processed daily can be a challenge for any Quick
service. The robust compaction solutions
from Orwak will help you deal effectively with a
wide variety of materials: cardboard boxes, paper
packaging, bags of general waste, plastic film,
glass and tins, including both dry solid material
and semi-wet organic waste.
Example: Our front-end application TOM is
perfect for the sitting-area. It can hold up to 5
times more volume than a traditional waste
bin resulting in much fewer bag switches and
contributing to a clean and orderly customer
environment. Complement with a small baler
or a multi-chamber solution behind the scenes
for packaging material and other types of
recyclable materials.

LOWERING COSTS AND
GENERATING INCOME
Reducing waste disposal costs and fees are important to any
business. Orwak not only helps you to reduce these costs
and fees, but also creates a new source of income:
+ Sorting at source > Higher waste material quality for
recycling > Income from recyclable material
+ Highly compacted waste > Fewer container
pickups > Reduced waste disposal fees
+ Sorting > Less waste for disposal > Reduced
waste disposal fees
Investing in an Orwak solution guarantees the best total
waste handling economy!

CASE STUDY
TOM HANDLES WASTE FROM 400-500 GUESTS A DAY
TOM makes a difference, especially
in peak hours, and fits right into the
concept of this fresh and modern newly
opened Sibylla fast food restaurant. It is
even worth the trip!

A small baler, Orwak 3100, is also
installed to compact all the cardboard
from goods deliveries. Andreas Wikström:
”Nowadays we produce 6 bales in
two weeks and have reduced the
pickup occasions by 50%. A small
baler behind the scenes for cardboard
and TOM facing the customers in the
sitting area is a perfect combination for
a fast food restaurant in our size.”

Sibylla Bettorp is a franchise fast food
restaurant with a strategic location close
to a highway for tourists heading for the
Swedish mountain resorts. Regular lunch
guests from the nearby industrial area
are also coming in for “today’s meal”.
The restaurant has 64 seats and is open
12 hours a day. TOM is installed in the
sitting area and has sufficient capacity
to handle the waste from the 400-500
guests, who are served per day.
There is a daily peak at lunch time,
when a staff of 5-6 people are devoted
to taking orders, frying burgers and
serving meals. Then there is no time to
think about waste handling. Andreas
Wikström, the owner, is very positive:

The restaurant has a fresh design
and looks very proper and inviting.
TOM fits perfectly into the clean and
touch free concept; sensor-activated
light switches, automatic water taps and
the new addition TOM with his touch
free shutter!
“TOM is absolutely great. We could
not do without him! A new bag lasts
from the morning thru rush hours at
least until 2 pm. It saves an enormous
amount of time, when we are busy
serving customers and we would
not have enough space for the bags
in the storage, if the waste was not
compacted.”

”It is natural to keep an absolutely
orederly and hygienic environment in
the restaurant and TOM is contributing
to that. TOM also attracts curiosity
and one guest left a nice comment on
our facebook: ...It is also worth the trip
to Sibylla just to see their super cool
waste bin!” Andreas Wikström

COMPACTION
SOLUTIONS
FOR MOST TYPES
OF WASTE
ORWAK develops solutions for sorting and recycling waste
materials that improve business efficiency, contribute to a
cleaner working and natural environment to provide the best
total waste handling economy.
We offer an innovative range of products that promotes sorting
at source and make waste managment more profitable.

www.orwak.com

